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against this backdrop there is a pressing practical need for legal animal rights theory in order to explain and
guide the as yet still nascent and somewhat haphazard evolution of legal animal rights this article seeks to take
the first steps towards building a more systematic and nuanced theory of legal animal rights animal rights and
human responsibilities towards a relational capabilities approach in animal ethics master of arts political
science may 2018 44 pp references 22 titles in this thesis i analyze some of the most important contributions
concerning the inclusion of animals in the moral and political sphere animal rights the un and the global
sustainable development agenda at the un protection practices for animals focus on animal health and welfare
rather than on animal rights as indicated earlier animal welfare and animal rights approaches need to be clearly
distinguished from one another this paper examines the claim that our moral commitments to non human animals
henceforth animals are best captured in terms of a framework of political rather than ethical theory or at the
very least that the former provides an essential antidote to the failings of the latter viewed from the remedy
angle the rights of animals are an even greater challenge to the behavior of humans rights of animals impact
fundamental questions such as what humans eat and drink what they wear and what kinds of entertainment they engage
in to name just a few animal rights the law should prevent acts of cruelty to animals in the united states state
anticruelty laws go well beyond prohibiting beating injuring and the like and impose affirmative duties on people
with animals in their care law both domestic and international has quite a lot to say about the lives of companion
animals but very little to say about any other animals nor do animals in most nations have what lawyers call
standing that is the status to bring a legal claim if they are wronged this article aims to close this gap in the
animal rights literature by arguing that if animals have the same moral worth as humans along with inviolable
rights then ethical research requirements and principles regulating research with humans should be extended to
them as well indeed research with humans even with groups who cannot speak animal law is concerned with the rights
and welfare of nonhuman animals as well as the requirements responsibilities and liabilities associated with
keeping or interacting with them under this umbrella are wild animals as well as animals used for food and
research in entertainment and as companions pets or service animals the chief ideological divide is between animal
welfare and animal rights put simply animal welfare allows humans to continue using and killing animals while
ensuring some protection for animals animal welfare is associated with humane animal products such as free range
eggs and organic milk the global watchdogs toward international animal rights law 2021 journal of animal ethics by
kit de vriese and maria elena handtrack a student paper turned article that explores different ways to protect
animal rights internationally we argue that practically little existing animal research would be ethical and that
ethical animal research is not scalable since animal research is integral to the existing scientific paradigm
taking animal rights seriously requires a radical wholesale reimagining of science animals have a right to life to
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liberty in the sense of freedom of movement and communication to subsistence to relief from suffering and to
security against attacks on their physical existence the modern day animal rights movement in the united states
includes thousands of individuals and a multitude of groups who advocate for animals in a variety of ways from
lobbying legislators to support animal rights laws to rescuing animals from situations of abuse and neglect from
this perspective the main concerns over the procedural aspects of the ethical evaluation of research projects are
identified and examined they include in particular the standards of the committees composition impartiality fair
hearing appeal transparency and benevolence animal rights history and scope of a radical social movement animals
in research testing and teaching intensive animal production efficient low cost the debate over animal rights
questions whether nonhuman animals should be afforded similar legal and ethical considerations to humans
proponents of animal rights oppose the use of animals for clothing entertainment experimentation and food animal
rights vary greatly among countries and territories such laws range from the legal recognition of non human animal
sentience to the absolute lack of any anti cruelty laws with no regard for animal welfare as of november 2019 32
countries have formally recognized non human animal sentience in recent years the movement advocating animal
rights and welfare animal rights movement in parallel with the practice of ethical veganism has become
increasingly significant in israel along with this trend several studies examine and analyze the colonial aspects
of the israeli animal rights movement and its relevance to the palestinian japan s main animal welfare law is the
1973 act on welfare and management of animals the law makes it a crime to kill injure or inflict cruelty on
animals without due cause
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against this backdrop there is a pressing practical need for legal animal rights theory in order to explain and
guide the as yet still nascent and somewhat haphazard evolution of legal animal rights this article seeks to take
the first steps towards building a more systematic and nuanced theory of legal animal rights
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animal rights and human responsibilities towards a relational capabilities approach in animal ethics master of
arts political science may 2018 44 pp references 22 titles in this thesis i analyze some of the most important
contributions concerning the inclusion of animals in the moral and political sphere
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animal rights the un and the global sustainable development agenda at the un protection practices for animals
focus on animal health and welfare rather than on animal rights as indicated earlier animal welfare and animal
rights approaches need to be clearly distinguished from one another
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this paper examines the claim that our moral commitments to non human animals henceforth animals are best captured
in terms of a framework of political rather than ethical theory or at the very least that the former provides an
essential antidote to the failings of the latter
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viewed from the remedy angle the rights of animals are an even greater challenge to the behavior of humans rights
of animals impact fundamental questions such as what humans eat and drink what they wear and what kinds of
entertainment they engage in to name just a few
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animal rights the law should prevent acts of cruelty to animals in the united states state anticruelty laws go
well beyond prohibiting beating injuring and the like and impose affirmative duties on people with animals in
their care
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law both domestic and international has quite a lot to say about the lives of companion animals but very little to
say about any other animals nor do animals in most nations have what lawyers call standing that is the status to
bring a legal claim if they are wronged
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this article aims to close this gap in the animal rights literature by arguing that if animals have the same moral
worth as humans along with inviolable rights then ethical research requirements and principles regulating research
with humans should be extended to them as well indeed research with humans even with groups who cannot speak
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animal law is concerned with the rights and welfare of nonhuman animals as well as the requirements
responsibilities and liabilities associated with keeping or interacting with them under this umbrella are wild
animals as well as animals used for food and research in entertainment and as companions pets or service animals
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the chief ideological divide is between animal welfare and animal rights put simply animal welfare allows humans
to continue using and killing animals while ensuring some protection for animals animal welfare is associated with
humane animal products such as free range eggs and organic milk
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the global watchdogs toward international animal rights law 2021 journal of animal ethics by kit de vriese and
maria elena handtrack a student paper turned article that explores different ways to protect animal rights
internationally

animal rights animal research and the need to reimagine
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we argue that practically little existing animal research would be ethical and that ethical animal research is not
scalable since animal research is integral to the existing scientific paradigm taking animal rights seriously
requires a radical wholesale reimagining of science
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animals have a right to life to liberty in the sense of freedom of movement and communication to subsistence to
relief from suffering and to security against attacks on their physical existence
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the modern day animal rights movement in the united states includes thousands of individuals and a multitude of
groups who advocate for animals in a variety of ways from lobbying legislators to support animal rights laws to
rescuing animals from situations of abuse and neglect
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from this perspective the main concerns over the procedural aspects of the ethical evaluation of research projects
are identified and examined they include in particular the standards of the committees composition impartiality
fair hearing appeal transparency and benevolence
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animal rights history and scope of a radical social movement animals in research testing and teaching intensive
animal production efficient low cost
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the debate over animal rights questions whether nonhuman animals should be afforded similar legal and ethical
considerations to humans proponents of animal rights oppose the use of animals for clothing entertainment
experimentation and food
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animal rights vary greatly among countries and territories such laws range from the legal recognition of non human
animal sentience to the absolute lack of any anti cruelty laws with no regard for animal welfare as of november
2019 32 countries have formally recognized non human animal sentience
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in recent years the movement advocating animal rights and welfare animal rights movement in parallel with the
practice of ethical veganism has become increasingly significant in israel along with this trend several studies
examine and analyze the colonial aspects of the israeli animal rights movement and its relevance to the
palestinian
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japan s main animal welfare law is the 1973 act on welfare and management of animals the law makes it a crime to
kill injure or inflict cruelty on animals without due cause
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